How to get to Esplanade 36, 20354 Hamburg
By public transport:


Bus Lines 112, 109, Metro Lines 4 and 5: Final station = Stephansplatz.


112 departs from Main train station.



109, M4 and M5 depart from Mönckebergstrasse.



City train S-Bahn Line S1/S11 (departing from Main train station):
Final station = Dammtor



City train S-Bahn Line S1/S11 (departing from Airport): You have to change at Ohlsdorf into the
Underground Line U1: Final station = Stephansplatz



Unterground Line U1: Final station = Stephansplatz



Underground Line U2: Final station = Gänsemarkt



Taxi

If you come by train stopping at Dammtor Station:
Leave the station towards Edmund-Siemers-Allee (main entrance). Take the bus M4 or M5, leave it next
station “Stephansplatz”. Turn left, go back and cross the street. Our offices/ seminar rooms are located in the
Casino building set on the corner of Esplanade and Dammtordamm. Please do not use the Casino entrance.
Our entrance faces to Esplanade.
You can skip the bus if the wheater is nice and come walking. Won’t take you any longer. Just leave Dammtor
station by the rear entrance, take the pedestrian bridge on your left hand and then on its top turn left. From
there you can see the Casino building.
If you come by plane:
At Hamburg Airport you can take a taxi, rent a car or use public transport. We recommend the latter. Take the
city train “S-Bahn” Line S1/S11 towards Ohlsdorf, where you change into the Underground train U1 (blue line)
towards Farmsen/Großhansdorf. Leave the U1 at Stephansplatz. You can get all pertinent information on
travel duration and prices at the website of the HVV, the Hamburg Public Transport Association.
If you come by car:
Our address is: Esplanade 36, 20354 Hamburg
There is a public parking deck (with costs) nearby at Welckerstrasse 8, which can be approached both via
Dammtorstrasse or via Dammtorwall. There are also parking spaces in front of the building, but usually
occupied (and also with costs).
Dammtor Train Station

Seminar venue / Esplanade 36

U1-Station Stephansplatz

In case you need further assistance, please call our secretary Claudia Ranft: +49 (0)40 42838 8733

